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The Pro-Child Way®: Parenting with an Ex

IMAGINE if divorcing parents GOT IT
The Pro-Child Way®: Parenting with an Ex questions The Old Way of reacting to an ex and introduces The Pro-Child Way® of
raising a child. The book’s layout and chatty style makes it easy for a parent to gain advice on 46 specific divorced-parenting
issues while addressing the child’s need for love, patience, kindness, consistency, and security. Imagine how this would
transform divorce procedures.

T H U R M A N W. A R N O L D r e c o m m e n d s :!

"Just because your marriage failed
doesn't mean that you are allowed to fail
your child at being divorced.
More than ever, your child is counting
on you to change his/her environment
for the better.
Your child can't do that. You can."
Ellen Kellner
The Pro-Child Way®:
Parenting with an Ex

“The Pro-Child Way: Parenting with an Ex is an extremely useful tool for reframing attitudes when parenting with an ex-partner
becomes problematic. As any divorce lawyer can tell you, much staff and attorney time (often unbillable) gets wasted dealing
with the sorts of complaints that Ellen describes as "The Old Way." Asking clients to refer to this book so that they may answer
questions of how to respond to potentially annoying visitation issues is efficient and proactive. The Pro-Child Way will help parents
become grounded - and reasonable - in ways that are otherwise quite elusive. For that reason, it will assist both divorce lawyers
and their clients. I have copies of her book on hand to give away to my divorcing clients. It is but a small gift, especially considering how much I must charge my clients, and how much they might save by avoiding unnecessary adversarial maneuvering!”
Thurman Wesley Arnold III, J.D., California Certified Family Law Specialist, Palm Springs CA • www.MindfulDivorces.com
J . K I M W R I G H T r e c o m m e n d s :!
“I have a hard time keeping my hands on this book - people keep "borrowing" it. As a divorce lawyer
committed to amicable divorces, I am often consulted about parenting conflicts. The Pro-Child Way:
Parenting with an Ex is like a recipe book for resolution. It gives real life examples of situations with the
"old way" of conflict and the "new" pro-child approach. It helps parents do the right thing for their
children without reacting to what their ex is doing and therefore breaks the cycle of conflict.”
J. Kim Wright, J.D., author “Lawyers as Peacemakers”, editor Cutting Edge Law • www.CuttingEdgeLaw.com

C A R L M I C H A E L R O S S I r e c o m m e n d s :	

“Even if your practice area is not divorce, you’ll soon find yourself recommending this book to others who are, or to people
you know who are facing the challenges of “Parenting with an Ex”. This wonderful book openly shares the temptations to
nastiness that Ex’s can feel. With insight and wisdom, born in part of her own experience, Ellen Kellner gently shares the ProChild Way® to respond to those temptations. I can think of no better companion to discussion about “the best interests of the
child” than this little tome. If your practice IS in divorce, you’ll soon find yourself buying in bulk to hand out to your clients.”
Carl Michael Rossi, M.A., J.D., L.P.C.Chicago, IL • www.CollaborativePracticeChicago.com

